
  

 
 

 

 

 

NEW INSPECTION APPROACH  

FOR 

PIT DETECTION ON PIPELINES 

 
Russell NDE Systems Inc. is pleased to announce the launch of their new I-PIT and CCTV solution for pipeline 

integrity surveys: 

 

I-PIT™ System (Internal Pipeline Integrity Tool): 

 
 The I-PIT System represents a new technological breakthrough for the rapid inspection of pipelines for internal and 

external flaws; and is especially designed for pit detection and sizing. 

 
A typical I-PIT tool is shown to the  

left, just after inspection of a 6” OD, 

 0.284” wall thickness pipeline. 

The internal deposits of wax, oil and sand  

do not affect the detection of pits in the line. 

In fact, the I-PIT tools have a tolerance of  

0.250” to allow passage of the tool past  

weld roots, dents and internal deposits. 

 

 

 

 

 

The internal pits shown in the pipe sample to the 

right were detected by the same I-PIT tool shown above. 

 

Distance to the pitted areas is measured with an odometer  

which is accurate to within 1” (25.4mm) over distances 

of 330’ (100m). 

 

 

 
I-PIT tools are introduced to the pipeline at a cut end and can be 

pushed by hand or air pressure to the target distance.  

 

They are then winched back using a simple hand or electric-winch. 

 

Inspection speed is 33’/min (10m/min), and data are displayed 

immediately following the inspection, on a portable computer. 

 

Data analysis is semi-automatic and a report is created as the analysis is 

being performed.  Depending on the line condition, analysis and 

reporting can be done in the field, but is usually done the next day, off-

site, to reduce labor costs. 
 



  

 

The multi-channel I-PIT tools inspect 360° of the pipe and 

display the data as color map, strip-chart log and voltage 

plane. Unlike MFL tools, I-PIT tools contain no magnets, so 

they can be pushed with relative ease for up to 330’ (100m) 

each way from an access point. The data to the right shows 

two pits located at 6 o’clock in a gas pipeline 

 
I-PIT System Applications: 
 

 After a pipeline failure: check 100m each side of the repair 

for more corrosion damage 

 Check an old or abandoned line before re-commissioning it  

 Pipelines from 2” (50mm) to 8” (200mm) diameter, in wall 

thickness to 0.375” (9.5mm) 

 

 

CCTV System  
 

      

      Closed-circuit television (CCTV) inspection.  

is the standard simple approach for pipe interior  

inspection. CCTV camera is mounted on a stiff  

cable (same cable used for I-PIT System) and is  

pushed within the pipe upto a distance of 300ft.  

The inner surface of the pipe is recorded during  

the inspection and recorded images are analysed  

by the field engineer real time.  

      CCTV  inspection services are good for  

monitoring pipe constructed with various  

materials, including metal, concrete, plastic and  

fiberglass. Works best in 2” and 3” pipes. 

 

 

 

CCTV System Applications: 

 

 Detection of internal pits in pipelines 

 Provides visual data on leaks and location of leaks 

 Provides location of outside connections 

 Identifying other assets like valves , T- junction  

with precise distance information. 

 Preliminary information on the pipe condition. 

 CCTV inspection allows operators to investigate  

unexplained flow conditions, inspect pipe walls  

and liners 

 Assess internal corrosion of  metallic pipes 

 Inspect leak areas to assist repair planning. 

 Preliminary and quick assessment of the pipelines  

 

 

 

 

For More Information: 

Russell NDE Systems Inc.,  

 4909 75
th

 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6B 2S3 

Tel: 1-800-661-0127, +1-780-468-6800, Fax: +1-780-462-9378 

 www.russelltech.com        info@russelltech.com 

 

http://www.russelltech.com/

